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Buy-side Trading Solutions

FlexONE

Seamless interface 

Fully integrated into a single interface, FlexONE users can now create dynamic 
dashboards to view their portfolios through a factor lens alongside traditional position 
and sector views, all in one screen. Users can access real-time risk factor data along 
each step of the order lifecycle: From current portfolio risk, to the immediate impact 
of raised and/or ‘what-if’ orders on pro-forma risk, with the ability to drill into granular 
factor decomposition for powerful insights.

Enhance decision-making 

Use real-time risk factor analytics to balance exposure and on-demand risk without 
requiring to reload or invoke manual recalculations for top level risk updates.

Calibrate factor exposure

Integrated with FlexONE’s powerful compliance engine allowing seamless risk 
oversight through rules and limits on factor data and exposures.

Flexibility to integrate factor models

Integrate with industry-standard factor models or proprietary ones. FlexONE 
integrates with Axioma and MSCI Barra models, with more model providers in the 
pipeline. 

Real-time portfolio and risk management solution

Integrate risk management workflows with fast and fully integrated intraday risk analytics 
in FlexONE OEMS. As the need for risk-factor data continues to move upstream, FlexONE 
provides teams access to various risk model types including proprietary client-derived 
models. It also provides the ease of instantaneous recalculation of risk including intraday 
factor exposure updates, idiosyncratic risk contribution from positions, and factor PnL 
decomposition. 

FlexONE users can now see their portfolios through a factor lens alongside traditional 
position and sector views. Users can access real-time risk factor data along each step of the 
order lifecycle: From current portfolio risk, to the impact of the proposed and/or modeled 
orders on the portfolio or the impact on pro forma risk.

Real-Time Risk Factor Analytics
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